
Revolutionize 3D printing with us

Field Sales Representative (m/f/d)

Responsibilities

Requirements

What we offer

You are a friendly and sociable person that relentlessly pursues his/her goals? You are experienced in the field of sales but want to work in 
a small team and just get things done?



According to Austrian collective agreement, with the possibility to weigh in your experience, starting with 60k€/year, and fringe benefits.

The start-up Plasmics transforms the landscape of ecological production. We aim to design, manufacture, sell and service the world’s most 
promising additive manufacturing technologies. We want to provide customers the opportunity to manufacture made to measure solutions in 
specific quantities. We innovate for one of the fastest growing markets. Plasmics is committed to hire and develop unique talent from around the 
world for any discipline. Based in Vienna, Austria and in parts funded by state and EU funds we work to build an inclusive work environment 
focused on shared goals. We welcome people regardless of gender, race, religion or background to do their best work. Each team member is 
expected to challenge and be challenged, to create and to innovate beyond interdisciplinary boarders. We’re tackling the world’s most promising 
technologies and the most important problems and aim our shared passion at making the world a better place.

Please send your CV, an overview over relevant professional and personal projects and a letter of motivation!

About Plasmics

 You are willing to travel at in Austria and the DACH are
 You see yourself able to sell products that need to be explained - 

3D printers and accessories - with unique selling propositions to 
demanding customers in the field of Med-Tech, Transport & 
Mobility, architectural offices, small series manufacturers, large 
clinics and toolmaking sectors

 Excited to demonstrate a product performance prior to sal
 Want to work closely with technical project planning and project 

managemen
 Record customer inquiries and prepare individual quotation
 Feedback new customer requirements for further development

 you have a sound technical and/or commercial educatio
 and even have experience in sales of technology that requires 

explanatio
 You are a “self-starter” with an independent, proactive and 

performance-oriented way of workin
 You listen well and can ask targeted question
 You have an excellent technical understandin
 Want to succeed and not inclination to give u
 good interpersonal skill
 you have excellent German and English skills, other foreign 

languages are advantageou
 you are familiar with MSOffice (or similar) and know about CR
 you are a team player and have good communication skill
 Willing to strive for and achieve real personal growth

  You will find a dynamic and supportive tech-driven start-up team, 
located in the heart of Vienna (currently the 8th district

 You will be provided good infrastructure for your wor
 You will be challenged regularly, internally by the team, and 

externally by a market, characterized by high market dynamic
 You can get mentoring/coaching by an excellent team of advisor
 You get the freedoms you need for achieving extraordinary result
 You find a culture where mistakes are allowed, but failure is not an 

optio
 You will have the opportunity to learn all aspects of 3D printing to 

the extent you want and need by regular meet- ups with the core 
tech tea

 You will be compensated according to the Austrian collective 
agreement with 14 salaries. Starting with 60k€/year

apply@plasmics.com more info: plasmics.com/jobs


